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UNEXPECTED JOY 

by Julie Price 
 
The task seemed straight forward enough. Get to India, Darjeeling District with 70 pounds of 
dental equipment, supplies and medication to work as a volunteer in the mountain town of 
Kalimpong on a Dental Project for Kids. And so we did. On arrival to our guest house 
Holumba Haven, we were greeted by our Tibetan hosts Norden and Thinlay who made us feel 
welcome in their family orchid farm. Perched on the side of a mountain, the area is covered in 
terraced rice paddies, millet fields and forests. The air is humid, but pleasant in November as 
the rains have just diminished and the views of Khangchendzonga range begin to get crisp. 
 

 
 
We set up our clinic at a facility out in the hills, a short walk through the jungle and down a 
path between one rice paddy and another. One false step gets you a wet sandal. Our six 
person team wants to serve the poorest in the area, which turned out to be various tribal folk. 
Some of the villages 
string down the mountain, the first house at the top a kilometre above the last house at the 
bottom. Lack of clean water, sanitation and other basic issues plague such places and the 
villagers fall through the cracks of the health care system due to extreme poverty. Many 
villages are far from roads. 
During our two week stint, our team was able to provide very basic dental care for over 200 of 
these children. There were cavities to fill, teeth to pull and infections to quell. Children from 
villages closer to a road had more dental problems because of easier access to candy. 
 
Villages were a mishmash of Hindus, Buddhists and Christians. Our team learned basic 
words of Nepali, Tibetan, Hindi and Lepcha such as “good girl!” “good boy!” “open your 
mouth” and “close your mouth.” We discovered that Hindu kids could be calmed by talking 
about Bollywood stars and Tibetan kids were comforted by the chanting of  “om mani padme 
hum.” The children were the gamut of humanity; shy, extroverted, playful, cheeky, scared, 
grateful. To us, they were all beautiful. 
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At the midway point of our project, the team spent a day on a jeep exploration of the area that 
spans a ridge of the lower Himalaya. We visited three Buddhist monasteries from the 7th, 10th, 
and 13th centuries. The riotous Bon monastery at the top of the hill had colourful prayer 
wheels, a large Padmasambhava statue and a small Gautama Buddha in the corner. We saw 
a Bhutanese monastery with distinct tiling that looked like a carpet and a Yellow Hat 
monastery in the style of the Dalai Lama's Gompa in Himachal Pradesh with no prayer 
wheels. As the centuries moved forward in time, Gautama got bigger, Padmasambhava got 
smaller, Avalokiteswara became more prominent, prayer wheels disappeared and the wrathful 
deities became softer. The best part of all, was hearing the Tibetan monks chanting in the 
afternoon complete with horns, conches and drums. This day of sight seeing rounded out the 
experience for us. None of us will soon forget the quiet space those chants created in our 
minds, nor the smiles of the children we were so fortunate to serve. 

 


